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QUESTION 1

A customer implemented Profiling with Cisco ISE but has recently received complaints of new devices not getting the
correct access permissions unless they are power cycled once after the initial attempt to connect them to the network.
What is the most likely cause of this problem? 

A. Incorrect Profiling Probes have been configured on ISE. 

B. The profiling data is delayed causing the RADIUS authentication to complete before devices are profiled. 

C. The affected devices timeout their DHCP requests before Profiling completes. 

D. The CoA Type in global profiling configuration is set to "No CoA". 

E. The Minimum Certainty Factor for the profiling policies is very high. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true regarding Private VLAN? 

A. A private VLAN domain can have only one primary VLAN 

B. Each secondary VLAN in a private VLAN domain must have a separate associated primary VLAN 

C. Each port in a private VLAN domain is a member of all the secondary VLANs in that domain 

D. In a private VLAN domain a secondary VLAN port needs to be an isolated port for it to be able to communicate with a
layer-3 device 

E. In a private VLAN domain a secondary VlAN can have only one promiscuous port 

F. A subdomain in a primary VLAN domain must have a separate associated primary VLAN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about MACsec are true? (Choose two) 

A. It maintains network intelligence as it applied to router uplinks and downlinks. 

B. It works in conjunction with IEEE 802.1X -2010 port-based access control. 

C. It uses symmetric-key encryption to protect data confidentiality. 

D. It encrypts packets at Layer 3, which allows devices to handle packets in accordance with network polices. 

E. It can be enabled on individual port at Layer 3 to allow MACsec devices to access the network. 
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F. It can use IEEE 802.1x master keys to encrypt wired and wireless links 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which security control in PCI-DSS is responsible for restrictive card holder data access? 

A. rapid threat containment of infected host using Lancope and ISE 

B. using strong encryption when sending card holder data over the network 

C. network access policy orchestration using DNAC 

D. realtime traffic analysis for malware using ThreatGRID 

E. identification of security vulnerabilities and their risk analysis 

F. creating users access policies based on the least privilege concept 

G. making sure card holder data is not recoverable after aut horization 

H. restricting public internet access to cardholder data environment 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

A server with IP address 209.165.202.150 is protected behind the inside interface of a Cisco ASA and the Internet on
the outside interface. User on the Internet need to access the server ay any time, but the firewall administrator does not
want to apply NAT to the address of the server because it is currently a public address. Which three of the following
commands can be used to accomplish this? (Choose three) 

A. static (outside, inside) 209.165.202.150 209.165.202.150 netmask 255.255.255.255 

B. nat (inside) 1 209.165.202.150 255.255.255.255 

C. static (inside, outside) 209.165.202.150 209.165.202.150 netmask 255.255.255.255 

D. no nat-control 

E. access-list no-nat permit ip host 209.165.202.150 any nat (inside) 0 access-list no-nat 

F. nat (inside) 0 209.165.202.150 255.255.255.255 

Correct Answer: CEF 
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